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Chapter 1

The eSTREAM Portfolio in 2012
eSTREAM, a multi-year project co-ordinated by ECRYPT, came to an end in April 2008.
Dedicated to promoting the design of new stream ciphers, the project ﬁnished with the publication of a portfolio of new stream ciphers [7]. Four of the proposals in the ﬁnal portfolio
were suited to fast encryption in software (so-called Proﬁle 1) while four oﬀered particularly
eﬃcient implementation—in terms of physical resources—in hardware (so-called Proﬁle 2).
The portfolio was revised in September 2008 [8], after the announcement of cryptanalytic
results against one of the algorithms [30], and since then has been revisited periodically as the
algorithms have matured. The current 2012 eSTREAM portfolio contains seven algorithms,
presented in Table 1.1 in alphabetical order. Some of these algorithms also support some
additional popular key lengths; these are presented in Table 1.2.
When the portfolio was published [7, 8], it was the opinion of the eSTREAM committee
that all the algorithms in the portfolio would still beneﬁt from some additional analysis.
Several years have passed since then and, at some stage, the weight of expert opinion will
shift from one of caution to one of acceptance. It is not clear that we have reached that point
just yet, but certainly we cannot be far away. Indeed, while it might still be too early for most
developers to consider deploying an eSTREAM cipher on a large scale, some early adopters
might be interested in taking the plunge for some niche applications.
In this report we brieﬂy survey the algorithms in the portfolio. Further, we highlight
some cryptanalytic results that might apply to these portfolio ciphers, along with any results
signaling structural features or impacting their use and deployment. The net result is that
the eSTREAM portfolio remains unchanged, and while portfolio algorithms will beneﬁt from
more analysis over coming years, their design should still be considered sound.
eSTREAM continues to be maintained and any changes to the portfolio will be announced
on http://www.ecrypt.eu.org/stream/.
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Table 1.1: The eSTREAM portfolio in 2012.

Proﬁle 1

Proﬁle 2

128-bit key

80-bit key

HC-128
Rabbit
Salsa20/12
Sosemanuk

Grain v1
MICKEY 2.0
Trivium
-

Table 1.2: Versions of the eSTREAM portfolio ciphers that support extended key lengths.
Note that the 128-bit version of Grain v1 is no longer supported by the designers and has
been replaced by Grain-128a, see Sect. 3.1. We do not consider Grain-128a to be part of
the eSTREAM portfolio, but we draw attention to this algorithm and encourage independent
cryptanalysis.

Proﬁle 1

Proﬁle 2

256-bit key

128-bit key

HC-256
Salsa20/12
-

MICKEY-128 2.0
-

Chapter 2

Proﬁle 1 Algorithms
Algorithms in this proﬁle were intended to give excellent throughput when implemented in
software. These algorithms were required to support 128-bit keys though some, optionally,
support a 256-bit key. The initialisation vector (IV) was required to be 64 or 128 bits.

2.1

HC-128

The HC-128 algorithm was designed by Hongjun Wu. The cipher makes use of a 128-bit
key and 128-bit initialisation vector; its secret state consists of two tables, each with 512
32-bit elements. At each step, one element of one of the tables is updated using a non-linear
feedback function, while one 32-bit output is generated from the non-linear output ﬁltering
function. The cipher speciﬁcation states that 264 keystream bits can be generated from each
key/IV pair. More details can be found via the eSTREAM web page [22] or the eSTREAM
book [41]. HC-256, a companion version to HC-128, accommodates 256-bit keys.
Both HC-128 and HC-256 stream cipher oﬀer a very impressive performance in software
applications where one wishes to encrypt large streams of data. However, the impressive speed
of HC-128 results from the fact it is a table-driven algorithm. The typical downside to such
a design approach is the required time to initialise the cipher. As a result, for applications
that encrypt small amounts of data but require frequent re-initialisation, there can be a
performance penalty.
Despite the high proﬁle of the algorithm there have been no signiﬁcant cryptanalytic
advances against HC-128. Further, there seems to be no indication that the security margin
is in any way tight. The designer does not claim any intellectual property on HC-128 and the
cipher is included in the latest release version of CyaSSL, a lightweight, open source embedded
implementation of the SSL/TLS protocol [46].

2.2

Rabbit

Rabbit uses a 128-bit key and a 64-bit initialisation vector. A set of eight 32-bit state registers
and eight 32-bit counters are used to provide an eﬃcient encryption mechanism based on
simple arithmetic and other basic operations such as rotation. More details can be found via
the eSTREAM web page [22] or the eSTREAM book [41].
Testing during the eSTREAM process conﬁrmed that the cipher was among the most
eﬃcient of the stream ciphers submitted, and this eﬃciency was visible on a wide range of
3
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platforms. Like many stream ciphers there is some marginal cost incurred during initialisation.
But this has a minor impact on the total cost of encryption even when encrypting short
message streams.
A theoretical distinguisher for Rabbit was described by Aumasson [3] and later improved [35]. However the complexity of the distinguisher is greater than the complexity
of exhaustive key search. There are no other cryptanalytic results on Rabbit though, like
all other cryptographic algorithms, care needs to be taken with its implementation. In this
regard work on the side-channel cryptanalysis of Rabbit can be found in [33, 12].
While Rabbit was patented by the designers, the designers have stated that the algorithm
is nevertheless free for use. Rabbit is described in Internet draft RFC 4503 [14] and it is
included in ISO/IEC 18033-4 [31]. The cipher is also included in the latest release version of
CyaSSL, a lightweight, open source embedded implementation of the SSL/TLS protocol [46].

2.3

Salsa20/12

Salsa20/𝑟 is a software-oriented stream cipher by Bernstein. During the operation of the
cipher the key, a 64-bit nonce (unique message number), a 64-bit counter, and four 32-bit
constants are used to construct the 512-bit initial state of the cipher. After 𝑟 iterations of the
Salsa20/𝑟 round function, the updated state is used as a 512-bit output. Each such output
block is an independent combination of the key, nonce, and counter and, since there is no
chaining between blocks, the operation of Salsa20/𝑟 resembles the operation of a block cipher
in counter mode. Salsa20/𝑟 therefore shares the very same implementation advantages, in
particular the ability to generate output blocks in any order and in parallel.
The round transformation of Salsa20 uses a combination of three simple operations: addition modulo 232 , bit rotation and bitwise exclusive-or (what has since become known as an
ARX construction). The eﬃcient implementation of these operations gives the good software
performance of the cipher. More details can be found via the eSTREAM web page [22] or
the eSTREAM book [41].
There are three variants of Salsa20 depending on the number of rounds. Each of them
provides a diﬀerent security vs. performance trade-oﬀ. Salsa20/20 has 20 rounds and is
recommended by the designer for “encryption in typical cryptographic applications”. The
versions Salsa20/12 and Salsa20/8 have 12 and 8 rounds respectively and the designer recommends them for “users who value speed more highly than conﬁdence” [11]. The eSTREAM
committee suggested that Salsa20/12 would perhaps oﬀer the most appealing trade-oﬀ.
During the years following its publication, Salsa20 has undergone signiﬁcant cryptographic
analysis. Although several attacks have been found on reduced versions of the cipher, there is
no attack better than exhaustive key search on either Salsa20/12 or Salsa20/20. Crowley presented a key-recovery attack on Salsa20/5 [19] while Fischer et al. [28] observe non-randomness
after four rounds of Salsa20, using it to construct a key-recovery attack on Salsa20/6. The
authors also report a related-key attack on Salsa20/7. An attack on Salsa20/7 without related
keys appears in [44] while an improvement [4] gives the ﬁrst key-recovery attack on Salsa20/8.
The designer makes no intellectual property claim on Salsa20.
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SOSEMANUK

SOSEMANUK has a variable key length, ranging from 128 to 256 bits, and takes an initial
value of 128 bits. However, for any key length the cipher is only claimed to oﬀer 128-bit
security. SOSEMANUK uses similar design principles to the stream cipher SNOW 2.0 [31]
and the block cipher SERPENT [13]. SOSEMANUK aims to ﬁx some potential structural
weaknesses in SNOW 2.0 while providing better performance by decreasing the size of the
internal state.
As for SNOW 2.0, SOSEMANUK has two main components: a linear feedback shift
register (LFSR) and a ﬁnite state machine (FSM). The LFSR operates on 32-bit words and
has length 10. At every clock a new 32-bit word is computed. The FSM has two 32-bit
memory registers. At each step the FSM takes as input some words from the LFSR, updates
the memory registers, and produces a 32-bit output. On every four consecutive output words
from the FSM an output transformation, based on SERPENT, is applied. The resulting four
32-bit output words are exclusive-ored with four outputs from the LFSR to produce four
32-bit words of keystream. More details can be found via the eSTREAM web page [22] or
the eSTREAM book [41].
SOSEMANUK has received a great deal of cryptographic analysis and several attacks
have been published in the literature. However none breaks the claimed 128-bit security of
the cipher. A guess-and-determine attack presented at SASC 2006 recovers all 384 bits of the
internal state of the cipher after initialisation [43]. It has time complexity 2224 and requires
24 words of key stream. This type of attack was improved [25] to give a time complexity of
2176 . An attack using the linear masking method [34] is able to recover the internal state
with time, memory and data complexity less than 2148 . This was reduced by a factor of 210
to 2135.7 [18].
The designers state that SOSEMANUK is free to use for any purpose.

Chapter 3

Proﬁle 2 Algorithms
Algorithms in this proﬁle were intended to be eﬃcient—in terms of the physical resources
required—when implemented in hardware. These algorithms were required to support 80-bit
keys though some, optionally, also support a 128-bit key. Support for an initialisation vector
(IV) of 32 or 64 bits was also required.

3.1

Grain v1

Grain is best described as a family of hardware-eﬃcient synchronous stream ciphers. The
initial version used an 80-bit key and a 64-bit initialisation vector but analysis in the early
stages of the eSTREAM eﬀort compromised its security [9]. The revised speciﬁcations, Grain
v1, described two stream ciphers which supported 80-bit keys (with 64-bit initialisation vector)
and 128-bit keys (with 80-bit initialisation vector). Elegant and simple, Grain v1 has been
an attractive choice for cryptanalysts and implementors alike with two shift registers, one
with linear feedback and the second with non-linear feedback, being the essential feature of
the algorithm family. These registers, and the bits that are output, are coupled by means of
very lightweight, but judiciously-chosen boolean functions. More details can be found via the
eSTREAM web page [22] or the eSTREAM book [41].
For the version of the cipher that takes 80-bit keys, the speciﬁcations given by Grain v1
are the currently recommended version. However, cryptanalysis [21] of the 128-bit version
of Grain v1 has lead to the proposal of a new cipher called Grain-128a [1]. This variant
also speciﬁes some additional registers to enable the calculation of a message authentication
code in addition to generating a keystream. While Grain-128a retains the elegance of earlier
versions of the cipher, in its fastest implementation it now occupies more space and runs at
half the speed of Grain v1. However, the design of the Grain family allows for an ingenious
multiplication of throughput speed, though at the cost of a minor increase in the space
consumed.
Like many stream ciphers, there is some cost incurred during initialisation and the impact
of this will depend on the intended application and the likely size of the messages being
encrypted. The designers make no intellectual property claim on the Grain family. There
is anecdotal evidence that some early adopters have been considering versions of the Grain
family for deployment.

6
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MICKEY 2.0

The name MICKEY is derived from “Mutual Irregular Clocking KEYstream generator” which
describes the essential behavior of the cipher. The state consists of two 100-bit shift registers,
one linear and one non-linear, each of which is irregularly clocked under control of the other.
The speciﬁc clocking mechanisms contribute to the cipher’s cryptographic strength while
allowing guarantees on period and pseudorandomness. The cipher speciﬁcation states that
each key can be used with up to 240 diﬀerent IVs of the same length, and that 240 keystream
bits can be generated from each key/IV pair. The designers have also speciﬁed a scaled-up
version of the cipher called MICKEY-128 2.0, which takes a 128-bit key and an initialisation
vector of up to 128 bits. More details can be found via the eSTREAM web page [22] or the
eSTREAM book [41].
MICKEY 2.0 can be implemented with a particularly small hardware footprint, making it
a good candidate where low gate count or low power are the primary requirements. However
the irregular clocking mechanism means that it cannot be readily parallelised.
It has been noted, e.g. Gierlichs et al [29], that straightforward implementations of the
MICKEY ciphers are likely to be susceptible to timing or power analysis attacks. Otherwise
there have been no known cryptanalytic advances against MICKEY 2.0 or MICKEY-128 2.0.
The designers state that MICKEY 2.0 and MICKEY-128 2.0 are free for any use.

3.3

Trivium

Trivium is a synchronous stream cipher that is designed to generate up to 264 bits of keystream
from an 80-bit key and 80-bit IV. Like many synchronous stream ciphers, the algorithm
requires initialisation and the internal state of the keystream generator is initialized using
the secret key and the IV. Initialisation is very similar to keystream generation and requires
1152 steps of the clocking procedure of Trivium. Then keystream is generated by repeatedly
clocking the cipher, where in each clocking cycle one bit of keystream is produced and output.
The design is such that this basic throughput can be improved by several multiples without
an undue increase to the area required for an implementation. Details can be found via the
eSTREAM web page [22] or the eSTREAM book [41].
The elegant and simple structure of Trivium has attracted the attention of many cryptanalysts; however there is no attack faster than exhaustive key search. The authors [17] describe
Trivium as being “ [. . .] designed as an exercise in exploring how far a stream cipher can be
simpliﬁed without sacriﬁcing its security, speed or ﬂexibility.”
In [17] it is claimed that the probability of a given key and IV pair yielding a keystream
with a period smaller than 280 is 2−208 . It is expected that the period would be at least 2128
bits. Furthermore, it is stated that each state bit depends on each key and IV bit in a nonlinear way after 576 iterations of the cipher. As initialisation consists of 1152 iterations it is
believed that resynchronization attacks are not possible. There have been several guess-anddetermine attacks on Trivium. The designers estimated the complexity of a naive guess-anddetermine attack to be 2195 operations while a reformulation of Trivium [32] might be used
to give a more intelligent attack with complexity 2135 . Maximov and Biryukov [37] describe
an attack with complexity around 296.5 operations.
Other proposed attacks are based on the algebraic description of Trivium. Raddum showed
that the internal state of Trivium can be described as a sparse, fully-determined equation
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system [40]. After observing 288 keystream bits, the system consists of 288 linear and 666
quadratic Boolean equations in 954 variables where each equation contains precisely six variables. Diﬀerent techniques have been considered to solve this equation system [40, 38, 15],
though without success.
Smaller versions of the cipher exist: for instance Bivium [40] and variants of Trivium with
a round-reduced key setup. For both there have been successful attacks, however none of the
attacks can be extended to the full cipher. Chosen IV-attacks have been proposed on variants
of Trivium with a round-reduced key setup. A chosen IV statistical analysis [27] can recover
a few key bits of Trivium when only 672 out of 1152 initialisation rounds are used. Cube
attacks [20] were able to recover the secret key when the attacker can obtain several keystreams
under chosen IVs when only 767 initialisation rounds are used. This attack is similar to the
AIDA attack [45]. Furthermore, for 736 initialisation rounds statistical weaknesses in the
keystream have been observed [24].
The designers make no intellectual property claim on Trivium.
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